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ABSTRACT 
Estimates of the distance between spectra of operators A and B acting in 
n-dimensional Hilbert spaces are found. These estimates depend on the norm of A - B 
and crossnorms of A and B but not on n. Therefore they remain true also for 
operators acting in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with bounded crossnorms. 
Let H denote a complex infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with a scalar 
product (., e) d an a norm 1). I(. Let L(H) [G;,] denote the algebra of all 
bounded [compact] operators acting in H. For A E L(H), [[All = sup{ IIAxll; 
x E H, llxll = I}, and a(A) denotes the spectrum of A; o(A) is a nonempty 
compact subset of the complex plane C. 
For h E Q= and compact nonempty subsets M, N of C we define the 
quantities d(h, M) = inf,,,]h - pL(, p(N, M) = suppEN d(p, M), and 
fi( M, N) = max{ p( M, N), p(N, M)}-the Hausdorff distance between M and 
N. For two sequences A = { X j }T= r, A’ = ( X; }y= r of complex numbers, the 
distance between them is defined by dist( A, A’) = min max j (A j - “;I, where 
min is taken over all possible renumberings of the elements of one of the 
sequences. 
For A E G:m let Z(A) = { X j( A)}?= r be the sequence consisting from all 
nonzero eigenvalues of A repeated according to their algebraic multiplicities 
and eventually zeros if the number of the nonzero eigenvalues is finite. We 
assume that IX,(A)] > Ihi+,(A The numbers sj(A)= /m are called 
the singular values of A. 
Let G be a proper twosided ideal of L(H), and (1. )I0 a uniform 
crossnorm defined on it. This means that ]].)]. is a norm on G; IIXAY]], < 
]]X]] ]]Y]] ]]A]]a for all X,Y E L(H), A E G; and ]]F]lo = ]]F]] for all operators 
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F of rank one. Such an ideal contains the set 9 of ah finite-dimensional 
operators acting in H and is termed a norm ideal if it is complete with respect 
to the crossnorm I(. I],,. ]]A]]a depends only on the singular values of A. For 
more information on norm ideals we refer the reader to [3] and [8]. 
In the sequel we assume that the crossnorm 1). (lo is not equivalent to the 
norm (1. II on 9. This assumption implies that ]I Pn]10 + co, where P,, is an 
orthogonal n-dimensional projection n = 0, 1,2,. . . , (c”f. [2, Chapter III]). 
Thus the function 
n(r) = max{ n; rllPnllo < I} 
is a decreasing function of r E (0, co), and n(r) + cc as r + 0. 
The crossnorm ]I.]]* adjoint to ]].]I0 on 3 is defined by ]]A]]* = 
sup{ (trAX]; X E 9, ]]X]10 < l} for A E F-. We set 
G9 = lIPn(,)I 
r(r) is a decreasing function of r E (0, 00) and r(r) = n(r) = 0 for r > 1. 
The best-known crossnorms are ]].](P (1~ p <co) defined by ]]A]lP= 
[ZFsip( A)] 1’p, ]]A]], = ](A]]. If l/p + l/q = 1, then the crossnorm ().JIP is 
adjoint to ]].](9. The set of alI compact operators A for which ]]A]lp < cc is the 
Schatten ideal GP. 
In [l] the estimate dist(X(A), Z(B))< f(n,min{ IIAllz, llB112}, (IA - B112> 
was found for operators A, B acting in the n-dimensional Hilbert space. The 
dependence on n in this estimate is so strong that f( n, s, t) + n _ ,CCI for ah 
nonzero s and t. We shah find an estimate of dist(Z( A), Z(B)) which does 
not depend on n and allows us to use crossnorms other than 1). ))a. The 
construction of this estimation is contained in the proofs of Lemmata 1, 2, 3 
and Theorem 2. 
The further considerations which refer to the n-dimensional HiIbert space 
H, require an obvious change in the definition of Z( .) and the definition of 
distance n-tuples (cf. [5, p. 1081). We identify the operator A E L(H,) with 
its trivial extension A@0 in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space in order to 
define ]]A]]a and h j(A) = sj(A) = 0 for j > n. In this sense the crossnorm 
]I. IJo is independent of n. 
LEMMA 1. lf A E B and r > 0, then there exists an operator C E F such 
that 
IIA - CII = s,(,)+I@) =G +U,~ IlClll =s dr)ll4I,; (1) 
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moreover 
IA ,(,)+1(A) I G rllAllo* (2) 
Proof. Let { P,,}o” b e an ordered sequence of orthogonal projections in 
H, i.e. ran P,, _ I c ran P,,, such that dim ran P,, = n. Then the operators E, = 
p, - K-1 are mutually orthogonal one-dimensional projections. Let A = 
I~zl,sj(A)(. , ej)f;: be the polar Schmidt expansion of A [8, Theorem 1.71, 
and put 
n(r) 
C= C sj(A)(.,ej)fj. 
j=l 
(3) 
Then it follows from the definition of r(r) and the fact that the crossnorm of 
an operator depends only on its singular values that ]]C]] 1 = C~~,‘sj( A) = 
tr(P”,,,~~==Isj(A)Ej)~ IIP~(r~ll*ll~~=~ s,(A)E,II, = ~(r)]]A]l,. It is a conse- 
quence of the definition of n(r) (see also [3, Chapter III, $2.21) that 
this with (3) gives (1). 
Setting B = CTz”=,lhj(A)IEj, we have by [3, Theorem III.431 ]]B]lo < ]]A]lo, 
and applying the inequality (4) for the operator B, we obtain (2). n 
The idea of Lemma 2 is due to Macaev [7] (see also [6]). We follow his 
proof in order to get the numerical value of constants used in the estimations 
and to express them with help of the function r. 
LEMMA 2. Zf A E 9 is a nilpotent operator, then 
Proof. Lemma 1 implies the existence of operators B, C such that 
df 
A = B + C, ]]B]] G 4, ]]C]]i < ]]A]]or(1/3](AJ]o) = t. For (XI < 3 the operator 
Z - A B is invertible and 
(5) 
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We put S(X)= X(Z - XB)-‘C; then the identity 
Z-XA=(Z-XB)[Z-A(Z-XB)-‘C] =(I-hB)[Z-S(X)] (6) 
implies that the operator Z - S(A) is invertible for (X( < 3; therefore O(X) = 
det[ Z - S(X)] is a nonvanishing analytic function in the disc 1 XI < 3. Using the 
identity log T = log+ r - log+ T- ’ ( w h ere log+ r = max{O,logr}), we write 
Jensen’s formula [4, Theorem 1.1.11 for the function D(X): 
O=logU(O)=~~~~log+~~(2e’~)~dB-~~2~log+~D(2u’~)~~1de. 
This formula and [4, Theorem 1.1.61 applied to the function D(X) _ ’ give 
log(D(1)~-1Slog+/D(1)~-1$~~~2~log+~~(2e’o)~-1de 
=~jn2~log+ID(2B’~)/de~3,~~210g+~. (7) 
The maximum principle implies that 1 = D(0) Q max,,,,,JD(X)J; therefore 
“ log + ” in the last term of (7) may be replaced by “log,” and this shows that 
lD(1)l~1g,~~21D(h)13. (6) 




[3, Theorem V.5.11 and the inequality [3, IV.1.21 with the above inequalities 
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and (8) yield 
< e3t/2 (,;$det[Z-WI I):’ 
< e 3t/2 ( ,;~xzexP[l/S(~) Iill)” 
19.5t 
<e . 
Thus it follows from (6) and (5) that 
LEMMA 3. SupposethatAEL(H,) amZd=d(h,o(A))>O. Then 
Proof. It follows from the Schur lemma on a triangular matrix form [3, 
Lemma 1.4.11 that there exist a normal operator D and a nilpotent N such 
that A = D + N, a(A)= o(D), and a((D - XI)-‘N)= (0). [3, Theorem 
111.4.21 implies that /[D/l0 < jIAllo, and since D is normal, ll(D - XZ)PIII = 
l/d. Thus IKD - AZ)-‘Nllo d ll(D - XT’II IIA - Dll, G (II4lo + llW,)/~ 




31/(D- AZ) -lN(j, )I 
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It is rather doubtful whether the estimation obtained in Lemma 3 is 
optimal in any sense. If the best possible estimate of the norm of the re- 
solvent in terms of JlAjJa and d(X, o(A)) were given, the proof of Theorem 
1 would produce the best estimate for $(a(A), o(B)) in terms of 
m={l14109 IIBllo~9 IIA - 41. ‘II e estimate obtained in Theorem 1 for 
fi(a( A), u(B)) is smaller than the one for dist(Z(A), 8(B)) obtained in 
Theorem 2. These are the reasons for which Theorems 1 and 2 are proved 
independently, although Theorem 1 is a simple consequence of Theorem 2 in 
view of the inequality fi(u( A), u(B)) < dist(Z( A), Z(B)). 
THEOREM 1. There exists an increasing function 4 : [0, 00) + [0, CQ) such 
that q(t) --, 0 as t --* 0 and d(u(A), a(B)) < m+(llA - B/l/m) for my A, B 
E L(H,), where m = max{ ((Al(,, IIBllo}. (4 is independent of n.) 
Proof. If X E u(A), then there exists a unit vector x E H, such that 
(A-X1)x=0. We put y=(B-XI)x=(B-A)x. If dx=d(X,u(B))>O 
then y = (B - A)(B - XI)-‘y and Lemma 3 implies that 
1< JIB-AIMB-~z)-‘y/l <IIB_A))3_ p EIJB,, \ 
IIY II 2d, ex [d, Or( &j]’ 
This inequality holds for every h E u(A), therefore we have also 1~ $ 
IV - ~ll~~le~~~~~ll~l\~~~‘~~~/~~Il~ll~~~~ Q P-‘expt39mp-‘7(p/(6m))1 
1IA - BII, where p = p(u(A), a(B)). R ewriting this inequality with a changed 
role of operators A, B, we deduce that 
ml\A- B((-1~%m~-‘exp[39mi,-‘~(m-1~/6)~ =.$(fim-‘), (9) 
where j5 = P(u( A), a(B)). 
The function 5(t) is a decreasing function of t E (0, co) with 5( t ) + I _ ,O 
and t(t)-+ t-,Ooo; this implies the existence of an increasing function 
~:[O,oo)-+[O,oo) such that t(t)>r-r implies t<+(r) and ~C/(S)+,~,O. 
Now the claim of the theorem is a consequence of (9). l 
THEOREM 2. There exists an increasing function ‘p : [0, co) + [0, co) such 
that q(t)-+ 0 us t -P 0 and dist(X(A), Z(B))< mcp(lJA - Bll/m) for any 
A, B E L(H,), where m = max{ IJAJJ,, jIBllo}. (cp is independent of n.) 
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Proof. We fix s > 0 and put N= n(s/m), 
k = O,l,..., N, j = 0, f 1, f 2,. . . . The strips Dj,k are disjoint, and their 
closures cover the complex plane C. It follows from Lemma 1 that outside of 
the disc K, with center 0 and radius s, there are at most N eigenvalues of A; 
therefore for each integer p there exist integers k,, Z, E [0, N ] such that 
CD,,,, \ K,)ne(A)=a, (Q,l, \ K,)no(A)=0. Note that D, k f~ K, = ’ P 
iD,,,.f? K, = 0 for p # 0. Let at,,, be the rectangles defined by 
xs 2q-1+ 
( 
21,+1141mh4s(2q+l+2~~~1)~, N l 
and put C$, = a_,, -1 U ti-,,, USI 0,dJQo.o. It follows from the above 
construction that 
diamP,,, d 4s&, diam a0 < 6s&, (10) 
Qo u u Qp,, 
(P.91 Q ( ~ la()) 
=C and d(h,a(A))>& 
forany ~qp,q)c(-l,O) 8Qp, q U %I, = r (aa denotes the boundary of Q). 
Lemma 3 shows that for alI X E I? and t = s/m, 
(11) 
Suppose now that [(A - Bl[{( / ) s m < m, and put B, = A + h(B - A), h E 
[O,l]. Then [IA - Bhll [[(A - XI)-‘11 < (h/m)lJA - Bll~(s/m) -C 1 for all h E 
I? and h E [0, 1). This shows that the operators B, (h E [0, 1)) have no 
eigenvalues on r, and since the eigenvalues of B, are continuous functions of 
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h, the number of eigenvalues of B, contained in at,,, ({ p, 9) C { - LO}) or 
0, does not depend on h E [O,l). Thus it follows from (10) that 
dist(Z( A), Z( Bh)) < 6&s. Using the continuity argument again, we conclude 
that 
dist(X(A),X(B))<6&. (12) 
In this way we have shown that if max{ IlAll,,, IlBlla} = m and (\lA - 
Bjl/m)S(s) < 1, then (12) holds with sm instead of s. The existence of the 
desired function ‘p follows from this immediately, since l(s) is a decreasing 
function of s. n 
REMARK. Theorems 1 and 2 and Lemma 3 hold for any operators 
A, B E: G acting in an infinitedimensional Hilbert space. To see this it 
suffices to consider a sequence P, of finite-dimensional orthogonal projections 
converging strongly to the identity operator in H (i.e. 1(x - P,,xll + 0 for 
every x E H) and the operators A, = PnAl,anp, B, = P,,B(,, . Then llA,,lla 
< IIAlla, and (see e.g. [2]) ll(A, - XI))‘11 +RII(A - hZ)-‘11 for X P a(A), 
p(o(A,), o(A))< dist(Z(A,), WA)) + ,O, and the respective relations hold 
for the operators B and B,. These relations, the triangle inequality for fi and 
dist, and assertions of Lemma 3 and Theorems 1 and 2 give the respective 
estimates for ll(A - AZ))‘(l, P(a(A), u(B)), and dist(Z(A), Z(B)). 
EXAMPLE. The assumption that the crossnorm (1. Ilo is not equivalent to 
11. (( is essential. Suppose that { ej }; is an orthonormal basis in H,, and let 
A, = Cy,:(., ej)ej+i, B, = A, +2-“(., e,)e,. Then llA,ll = II&,11 = 1, u(A) 
= {0}, and the eigenvalues of B, lie on the circle of radius f and center 0. 
Thus @(u(A,),u(B,,))=dist(Z(A,),Z(B,))=~ although [IA,-B,ll=llA, 
- Bnlll = 2-” -+ ,o. 
In the next theorem we shall find the functions ‘p and # satisfying the 
theses of Theorems 1 and 2 for the crossnorm ideals Gp. As a matter of fact, 
we do not know whether our method will give an optimal estimate. Therefore 
we look for functions cp, $J of a very simple form, although more accurate, but 
also more complicated estimations could be made. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that 1~ p < 00. Then there exists a positive num- 
ber C, such that for any A, B E G p 
(0 da(A), a(B)) G mCJW3m/llA - W-‘/p 
(ii) dist(X(A), Z(B)) < mC,[log(3m/J(A - BJ()]-‘/P(P+l), where m = 
mm{ IIAllpy IIBII, 1. 
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Pmf. For any A, B E Gp, IIA - Bll d IJA - BII, G 2nm{ IIAllp, ~~B~1,) 
= 2m. Therefore it suffices to determine the functions G(t), q(t) from 
Theorems 1,2 only for t E [0,2]. 
If P, is an orthogonal n-dimensional projection, then IIP,II, = nllp and it 
follows from the definitions of n(t) and 7(t) that 
n(t) < t-p, 7(t) = (I p,(t) II9 G t-P’9, 
where p-l+ q- ’ = 1. Now we estimate the functions E(t) and S(t) which 
appear in (9) and (11) (c,, c,, . . . are positive numbers which depend only on 
P): 
3.3 t ) = ( clt-P)l’P exp[ c2te1T( t/6>] 
< [exp(c,t-P)] “‘exp( c26P’9t-1-pp/q) 
= exp[(V ‘cl + c26P/9)t-p~ = exp(c,teP). 
For t E (O,l], n(t)+1 G 2n(t),< 2tep. This inequality and the fact that 7(t) 
is a decreasing function imply that for t E (0, l] we have 
3[(t)=jc,{t-1[n(t)+l]}P)1’Pexp czt-’ 
[ LnO+ll’( B&)+1] )] 
< (pcp(P+‘)) 
l/P exp[2c,t-P-17(t’+P/12)1 
< exp( p-12Pc,t- P(P+1)+2C212P/9t-P-l-P(P+l)/9) 
= exp( c4twPCP+ ‘)). 
Suppose that r E (0,2] and r- ’ Q t(t). Then 3/r < exp(c,t-P), and solv- 
ing this inequality, we obtain 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 that this function satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1, and this proves (i). 
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Setting 
l/P(P + 1) 
’ 
r. = 3exp(c,), 
we have @(r,,) = 1, and for r < ro, Q(r) < 1 and rl(@(r)) < 
(~/3)exp(c4[@(r>l- p(p”)} = 1. Thus it follows from the proof of Theorem 2 
that if A, B E G, and m = max{ IIA\lp, 1\B1\,}, then 
if r = JIA - Bll/m < r,. But the above inequality holds also if r > r,, since for 
such T, 6&@( ) r m 2 6fi@(ro)m 2 2771 and dist(Z(A), Z(B)) < 2m, as the 
spectral radii of A, B are not greater than their norms. To finish the proof it 
suffices to put cp( T) = 6fi+( r). w 
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